
  
ASL 2   NAME ______KEY_______ 
(60 pts possible)    DATE _______________________ 

UNIT 1 TEST 

(3pts)1. What 3 things should you do when asking a yes/no question? 

eyebrows up  
head forward 
hold last sign 

(3pts)2. What 4 things should you do when asking a wh- question? 
 eyebrow down 

head forward 
purse lips 
hold last sign 

3. If you sign eat in a circular motion, it means  eat continuously 
4. What is the coded marker for the above?   eat @ 
5. If you repeat the sign run, it means  run regularly 
6. What is the coded marker for the above? run ++ 
7. If a verb is inflected, how do you show it when you’re writing in ASL? 
   Put exclamation points on either side of the verb. 
 
(2 pts)8. Give two examples of a directional (agreement) verb. 
 (answers will vary)     I-give-to-you,            She-helps-me, etc. 
(2 pts)9. Write an example of a rhetorical sentence in ASL using coded 
markers. 
        rh   
(answers will vary) I study why want learn. 



 
 
(3 pts)10. What are the non-manual grammatical signals for a rhetorical 
sentence?  
eyebrows up for the question word, followed by a slight pause, then face 
goes to neutral. 
 
11. Give 3 different examples that the following classifiers could stand for. 
A)  A “curved two” with palm down. 
(answers will vary) dog        person sitting,     elephant, etc.  
B)   An “A” hand with thumb pointing up. 
(answers will vary) bottle        house,     box,  etc.  
C)   A “five” hand. 
(answers will vary) paper,     bed,      plywood, etc.  
D)  A “1” hand. 
(answers will vary) person        light pole,     pencil, etc.  
E)   A horizontal “3” hand. 
(answers will vary) car        bike     bus, etc.  
 
12. What does CL stand for?  ______classifier____ 
 
13. What do parentheses ( ) around words mean when you are writing in 
ASL?  It means it is acted out or mimed 
 
14. What does underlining with an “L” under it mean?  left body shift 
 
 
 



 
(10 pts)15.  Translate the following into ASL with coded markers. 
 
The little boy walked up to his mom and asked if he could have a cookie. 
Mom said, “Not until dinner is over.”  The boy started to cry and cry 
because he really wanted a cookie. After dinner his mom gave him a 
cookie and he was happy! 
                                                              y/n 
Boy little walk (L-R) Mom can I have cookie? 
        L                                     R 
 
No, not until dinner finish 
                 R  
 
               rh 
cry @   why !want! cookie.  
  L 
 
Dinner finish, cookie Mom-give-to-him  
 
!Happy!  
   L  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Write the sentences that will be signed in English: 
                                         (3) 
16.        (1)          (2)         rh      (4)     (5) 
ASL: Woman embarrass why forgot keys.  
(5 pts) 
English: The woman was embarrassed because she forgot the keys. 
 
17.     (1)           (2)                                 (3)          (4)        (5)    (6)        (7) 
ASL:  Boy ride-bicycle (vehicle CL into tree fall down) see blood scared. 
(7 pts) 
English:The boy rode his bicycle into a tree, fell down, saw blood, and got 
scared. 
 
                                                              (5) 
18.       (1)      (2)          (3)           (4)    rh       (6)         (7) 
ASL: You-2 have experience same why grow-up together. 
(7 pts) 
English: The two of you have the same experiences because you grew up 
together. 
 
19.          (1)       (2)    (3)     (4)      (5) 
ASL: Those-2 have habit gossip @ 
(5pts) 
English: Those two have a habit of always gossiping. 
 


